— A TITLE PAGE
(“LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN, [YOUR
ORGANIZATION’
PRESENTS…”)

- A MESSAGE TO
BEN & JERRY’S:

- NO JUSTICE
- NO SWEETS
— A BEN CONE, AND A JERRY CONE

Artwork by Er!k
— MAPS OF SHRINKING PALESTINIAN TERRITORY AND ETHNIC CLEANSING

— AN ILLEGAL SETTLEMENT

— A JEWISH-ONLY ROAD

— WITH A BEN & JERRY’S TRUCK TRAVELLING ON IT TO STOCK SUPERMARKETS, AND SERVE ILLEGAL SETTLEMENTS

— A CROWD OF HAPPY ISRAELIS, EATING THEIR BEN & JERRY’S, AND THE PARTY TRUCK THAT SERVES THEM.

Artwork by Er!k
— THE BEN & JERRY’S GOOD ANGELS: SHOWERING PEACE LOVE, HAPPLINESS AND PALESTINIAN ALMONDS

— EVEN THE CLOUDS ARE HAPPY

— A WALL GUARDING THAT SETTLEMENT, AND KEEPING PALESTINIANS LOCKED IN, ON THE OTHER SIDE

— BUT THE PEOPLE AT A CHECKPOINT ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WALL DON’T LOOK SO HAPPY

Artwork by Er!k
— THE BEN & JERRY’S BAD ANGELS. THE GOOD ANGEL WINGS DON’T QUITE HIDE THEM.

— THE ATTEMPT AT ANGEL WASHING, SOMETHING LIKE GREENWASHING

— HIDING BEHIND THEIR MISSION STATEMENT

- THE SOCIAL MISSION, LIKE THE ICE CREAM IS MELTING AWAY

Artwork by Erik
THE NARRATOR CAN THEN GO INTO THE DEMANDS AND ACTIONS CALLED FOR IN THE ACCOMPANYING PAMPHLETS.

INVOKING THE BOYCOTT, DIVESTMENT AND SANCTIONS MOVEMENT

ARTWORK BY ER!K